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ZEFAL MT. MINI
MTB MINI-PUMP

The Zéfal Mt. Mini is a mini pump ideal for inflating all types of 
mountain bike tyres (from 2.0" to 3.0" wide and regardless of the 
wheel diameter, 29", 27.5" or even 26"). Mountain bike tyres require 
a large volume of inflation at low pressures. With an optimized 
inflation chamber and a direct hose connection, the Zéfal Mt. Mini 
has all the advantages for quickly reinflating your mountain bike 
after a puncture.

/ INFLATION

ALL ALUMINIUM - Robust and light.

DIRECT CONNECTION WITH LEVER - Guaranteed 
airtightness for easy inflation.

FLEXIBLE CONNECTION - Allows inflation from farther 
away to prevent damage to the valve stem.

MOUNTING CLIP - Bike mounting clip included.

CONNECTION   
Reversible Presta / Schrader
COLOURS 
Black
WEIGHT 
208 g
MOUNTING 
Universal clip  (ref. 1095)
LENGTH 
230 mm
HANDLE MATERIAL 
Aluminium
BARREL MATERIAL
Aluminium
MAXIMUM PRESSURE 
4 Bar / 58 psi
RECOMMENDED TIRE WIDTH
2.0'' - 3.0''

Ref. 8470

39.95 €



MINI-PUMPS FOR ROAD BIKE

Based on our 100 years of experience, we have developed this 
mini-pump for road and triathlon bicycle tyres with a width of 
23 to 32 mm.

Discreet, the Zéfal Road Mini and Micro can either be mounted 
on the frame using the clip provided, or carried in the pocket.

ZEFAL ROAD MINI & MICRO

ALL ALUMINIUM - Robust and light.

DIRECT CONNECTION WITH LEVER - Guaranteed 
airtightness for easy inflation.

LOCKING HANDLE - Flexible ring.

MOUNTING CLIP - Bike mounting clip included.

/ INFLATION

CONNECTION   
Reversible Presta / Schrader
CONNECTION 
Silver
WEIGHT 
Micro: 95 g / Mini: 117 g
MOUNTING 
Clip (1110B)
LENGTH 
Micro: 165 mm / Mini: 230 mm
HANDLE MATERIAL 
Aluminium
BARREL MATERIAL
Aluminium
MAXIMUM PRESSURE 
Micro: 7 Bar / 100 psi
Mini: 8 Bar / 116 psi
RECOMMENDED TIRE WIDTH
23 - 32 mm

Ref. Mini 8480 / Micro 8490

ROAD - 29.95 € MICRO - 26.95 €



ZEFAL GRAVEL MINI
MINI-PUMP FOR GRAVEL BIKES

This mini-pump has been developed to fit Gravel bike 
tyres, ranging from 35 to 47 mm wide. It offers the best 
compromise between inflation volume, ease of reaching 
the desired pressure and compactness. Made of aluminium, 
the Zéfal Gravel Mini is light and very resistant. Its flexible 
Z-Turn connection will give you peace of mind by avoiding 
bending or even breaking its Presta valve.  

ALL ALUMINIUM - Robust and light.

MUD PROTECTION - Prevents dirt and stays clean.

FLEXIBLE CONNECTION - Allows inflation from farther 
away to prevent damage to the valve stem.

MOUNTING CLIP - Bike mounting clip included.

/ INFLATION

34.95 €

CONNECTION   
Z-Turn (Presta - Schrader)
COLOURS 
Black
WEIGHT 
105 g
MOUNTING 
Universal clip (ref. 8443)
LENGTH 
180 mm
HANDLE MATERIAL 
Aluminium
BARREL MATERIAL
Aluminium
MAXIMUM PRESSURE 
5.5 bar / 80 psi 
RECOMMENDED TIRE WIDTH
35 - 47 mm

Ref. 8500



VERSATILE MINI-PUMP 

The Zéfal Switch Mini is an efficient and versatile mini-pump 
for leisure bikes, city bikes, touring bikes and mountain bikes 
with intermediate tyres. It is suitable for 28" wheels with tyre 
widths from 35 to 50 mm. The Zéfal Switch Mini is a convenient 
pump and easy to use thanks to the Z-Switch system, ensuring 
an intuitive valve change. This compact pump is also sold with a 
mounting clip.

ZEFAL SWITCH MINI

Z-SWITCH SYSTEM - Easy change from Presta to 
Schrader or Dunlop via a simple switch.

ALUMINIUM - Robust and light.

DIRECT CONNECTION WITH LEVER - Guaranteed 
airtightness for easy inflation.

LOCKING HANDLE - Flexible ring.

MOUNTING CLIP - Bike mounting clip included.

19.95 €

CONNECTION   
Z-Switch
COLOURS 
Black and silver
WEIGHT 
110 g
MOUNTING 
Clip (8459)
LENGTH 
200 mm
HANDLE MATERIAL 
Thermoplastic
BARREL MATERIAL
Aluminium
MAXIMUM PRESSURE 
5.5 bar / 80 psi
RECOMMENDED TIRE WIDTH
35 - 47 MM

Ref. 8460

/ INFLATION



BIKE TAXI
BIKE TOW ROPE

This bike tow rope has been designed to make family cycling, 
especially mountain biking, more fun and enjoyable for everyone. 
The Bike Taxi is only to be used on paths, where it is easy to take 
your child up difficult climbs and thus eliminate physical differences.  
The Bike Taxi is simply installed on the saddle rails of the person 
towing and is very quick to attach. Once at the top, the child can 
easily unhook it. The Dyneema rope, a very strong material, is safely 
self-retracting. 
The Bike Taxi is suitable for all types of bicycles and the person 
towing can use an E-bike. 

UNIVERSAL - For all types of saddle rails and stems.

EASY TO INSTALL - No tools required.

EASY TO HANDLE - Fast attachment and detachment to 
all types of stems.

SAFE - High-performance reel with complete return of 
the wire.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND COMPACT - Discreet, under the 
saddle, for only 140g.

/ BAGS

MATERIAL
Polyamide. Rope: high density 
polyethylene.
DIMENSIONS (L X W X H)  
85 x 70 x 47 mm
ROPE LENGTH  
2 m 
WEIGHT 
140 g 
MAXIMUM LOAD 
90 kg 

Ref. 7035

49.95 €



TOOL BOX

Tool box, the Z Box S allows you to carry your 
equipment in your bottle cage.It is waterproof to 
keep your belongings dry.

Z BOX S

WATERPROOF - To protect the content 
and prevent damage.

CONVENIENT STORAGE - Compact and 
practical. 

UNIVERSAL - Fits all bottle cages.

/ BAGS

4.95 €

Z BOX S Z BOX M Z BOX L

MATERIAL Polypropylene

HEIGHT 140 mm 170 mm 240 mm

WEIGHT 65 g 80 g 130 g

CAPACITY 0.5 L 0.6 L 0.8 L

REF. 7086 7080 7081



TOP-TUBE BAG

Covering the whole top tube, the Z Adventure T3 is an essential frame bag 
for all ultra cycling enthusiasts. 
The dimensions have been thought out to maximise the carrying volume 
and minimise the risk of touching the pannier with your knees while riding.
This bikepacking bag is universal and can be mounted on a road, gravel or 
mountain bike.  
One removable internal compartment allows an optimal storage.
The Z Adventure T3 has a welded TPU-coated polyester construction and 
is waterproof.

Z ADVENTURE T3

STORAGE - Inside zipped pocket.

WATERPROOF - Welded bag with waterproof material.

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Using self-gripping straps.

ANTI-SLIP MATERIAL ON THE LOWER PART - Better grip to 
the top tube.

LIGHTWEIGHT - Lightweight, resistant material. MATERIAL 
Polyester 420D TPU 
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 
440 x 45 x 100 mm
WEIGHT 
180 g
MOUNTING 
Universal using 
self-gripping straps
CAPACITY 
2.2 L
CLOSURE 
Water repellent zip

Ref. 7091

44.95 €

/ BAGS



Z ADVENTURE POUCH BAG
HANDLEBAR POUCH BAG FOR WATER 
BOTTLE AND ACCESSORIES  

Mounted on the handlebars, close to the stem, this bag is ideal for 
carrying food or any type of water bottle, such as our 1L Magnum 
bottle. Used as a pocket caddy, it is convenient and easy to access 
thanks to its drawstring opening system. The two additional ex-
pandable pockets allow you to increase the capacity, for example, 
by inserting a multi-tool or your nutrition packs.
Always at hand, with its universal three-point attachment, it will 
quickly find its place on your road bike, gravel bike, MTB or Ebike, 
for daily commuting or for bikepacking.

UNIVERSAL - Compatible with all types of handlebars.

EASY ACCESS - One-handed opening and closing.

MODULAR - Can be mounted on the right or left side thanks 
to the removable straps.

STABILITY - 3 fixing points for increased stability under 
heavy loads.

VISIBILITY - Reflective strips for better visibility at night.

MATERIAL    
Polyester 420D TPU
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 
Ø90 x 180 mm
WEIGHT  
80 g
MOUNTING 
Universal using 
self-gripping straps
CAPACITY 
1.1 L
CLOSURE 
With double elastic drawstring

Ref. 7090

24.95 €

/ BAGS



C4

C3

C2

Z ADVENTURE C2, C3, C4
WATERPROOF FRAME BAG

These waterproof frame bags have been designed to 
accompany all cycling adventurers, whether on road, gravel, 
mountain or touring bikes. Available in 3 sizes, the Z Adventure 
C2, C3 and C4 can be mounted on all bikes thanks to the 
removable and adjustable straps. The volumes are sufficient 
to carry a jacket in addition to a repair kit, a phone, a battery, 
a pair of gloves... The size should be chosen according to your 
needs but also according to the space inside your frame. 

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Using self-gripping 
straps.

WATERPROOF - IPX4, welded bag with waterproof 
material.

WIDE OPENING - Better access to the content.

STORAGE - Inside zipped pocket.

LIGHT - Durable and lightweight material.

C2 - 42.95 € C3   - 44.95 € C4 - 49.95 €

/ BAGS



Z ADVENTURE C2 Z ADVENTURE C3 Z ADVENTURE C4

MATERIAL Polyester 600D TPU

DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 340 x 110 x 65 mm 430 x 115 x 65 mm 500 x 140 x 65 mm

WEIGHT 155 g 210 g 238 g

MOUNTING Universal using self-gripping straps

CAPACITY 2.5 L 3.3 L 4.2 L

ZIP Water repellent zip

REF. 7092 7093 7094

/ BAGS



COMPACT, WATERPROOF HANDLEBAR BAG

This waterproof handlebar bag, with its simple and elegant design, will 
quickly find its place on any type of handlebar, thanks to its double 
strap attachment system.
The soft pads coupled with the locking cord ensure an excellent hold 
even on very bumpy terrain. This light bag, with a capacity of 2.5L, is 
made of PVC-free nylon material and is water and abrasion resistant. 
The front zipper opening allows easy access to your gear, even while 
riding.
Used alone or as a complement for bikepacking, Z Adventure F2 will 
be a real asset to carry your equipment safely on long road, mountain 
bike or gravel rides.

Z ADVENTURE F2

WATERPROOF - IPX4, welded bag with waterproof 
material.

COMPACT - Adaptable to any handlebar width.

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - Using self-gripping straps.

STABILITY - Anti-rotation system.

LIGHT - Durable and lightweight material.

MATERIAL 
Polyester TPU 600 D 
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 
Ø 120 mm x 250 mm
WEIGHT
135 g
MOUNTING
Universal with 
self-gripping straps 
CAPACITY 
2.5 L 
CLOSURE
Water repellent zip

Ref. 7089

39.95 €

/ BAGS



F12 AERO

Z ADVENTURE 
F8 & F12 AERO
WATERPROOF BAG FOR AEROBARS 

This waterproof front bag is to be installed on aerobars. It is ideal to increase 
considerably the storage space on your bike. It does not clutter up the cockpit 
or disrupt your aerodynamics. Its large capacity will allow you to carry light 
and bulky items, such as your bivouac equipment or spare clothing. It is easy 
to install and remove thanks to the self-gripping straps. Light and robust, 
available in two versions 8L or 12L, it will be a first choice ally during your 
ultra cycling events or for bikepacking, whatever the weather conditions. It 
also has reflective strips for better visibility at night.

WATERPROOF - Welded bag with waterproof 
material and roll top closure.

WIDE OPENING - Quick access from the front.

QUICK MOUNTING / DISMOUNTING - Fastening 
with hook and loop straps.

DURABLE - Tear-resistant material.

LIGHTNESS - Simple construction with 
integrated mounting.

F8 - 54.95 € F12 - 59.95 €

/ BAGS

MATERIAL    
Polyester 420D TPU
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 
Ø 165 x 410 mm / 
Ø 200 x 410 mm
WEIGHT  
217 g / 260 g
MOUNTING 
Universal with self-gripping 
straps
CAPACITY 
8L  / 12 L
CLOSURE 
By roll top and clip loop 
MAXIMUM LOAD 
3.5 kg

Ref. 7088 / 7087



WATERPROOF BAG AND UNIVERSAL FORK HOLDER

Our complete solution is designed specifically for forks that do not 
have threaded studs. The kit consists of a waterproof bag, a technical 
polyamide holder and three universal mounting studs. The Z Adventure 
Fork Pack can be mounted on any type of fork (rigid or suspended and 
of any material).
The bag is held in place by three hook-and-loop straps, ensuring that 
even the heaviest of equipment can be transported safely over rough 
terrain. Mounted in a balanced way on your bike, this device is lighter and 
less cumbersome than a traditional luggage rack and is ideal for long 
touring trips or bikepacking adventures.

Z ADVENTURE 
FORK PACK

WATERPROOF - Welded bag with waterproof material and 
roll top closure.

UNIVERSAL - Compatible with rigid and suspension forks 
(Ø16 to 36mm), with or without threaded studs

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT - Thanks to the 4 fixing holes.

STABILITY - Bag secured by three self-gripping straps.

VISIBILITY - Reflective side strips for better visibility at 
night.

64.95 €

/ BAGS

MATERIAL 
Holder in Fiber reinforced 
Polypropylene. 
Bag in Polyester 420D TPU 
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H) 
Ø150 mm x 365 mm
WEIGHT
346 g (including 204 g for the 
bag) 
CAPACITY 
6 L 
CLOSURE
By roll top and clip loop 
MAXIMUM LOAD
2.5 kg

Ref. 7051



Z ADVENTURE CAGE
UNIVERSAL BOTTLE CAGE 

Looking for a way to carry a lot of water on your bike and not 
be burdened with a hydration pack? The Z Adventure Cage is a 
must-have for long distance riding and bikepacking. This bottle 
cage is versatile, accepting all types of cylindrical containers, 
from water bottles to insulated water bottles to large diameter 
rigid cans, if your frame allows. Your water bottle is secured in a 
sturdy technical polyamide holder and held firmly in place by the 
wide Hypalon strap, even on the roughest terrain.

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - On frame or fork, thanks 
to the 4 fixing holes allowing a great adaptability.

COMPATIBILITY - Accepts bottles from Ø66 to 92 mm.

SECURITY - Tightening by wide Hypalon hook and 
loop strap.

ROBUST - Fiber reinforced polypropylene support.

LIGHTNESS - CAD and openwork design validated by 
digital simulation.

/ HYDRATION

MATERIAL    
Injected support in fibre 
reinforced polypropylene and 
Hypalon strap
DIMENSIONS (H X W X P) 
230 x 81 x 94 mm
WEIGHT 
88 g
SCREWS INCLUDED  
Yes (x3 steel screws CHC 
M5x14)

Ref. 1796

24.95 €



UNIVERSAL BOTTLE CAGE MOUNTING 
SYSTEM

The Gizmo is a universal adapter that allows you to attach 
a bottle cage or other accessories to various places on 
your bike. This versatile bracket with adjustable clamps 
has an integrated soft strap for stable mounting without 
risk to the paintwork of your frame. It replaces the missing 
mountings on your bike or allows you to create new ones, 
on the frame, fork, stem, handlebars or seatpost.

GIZMO

UNIVERSAL MOUNTING - For all diameters 
from 15 to 75 mm.

STABLE AND SECURE - Anti-slip function 
and reinforced protection thanks to the soft 
wristband.

E-BIKE FRIENDLY - For bikes that have no 
studs for bottle cages.

/ HYDRATATION

 

MATERIAL 
Thermoplastic resin
WEIGHT 
2 x 25 g
FRAME DIAMETER
Ø 15 mm - Ø 75 mm
SCREWS INCLUDED
Yes

Ref. 1083

9.95 €



SENSE SOFT 65 & 80
PERFORMANCE BIKE BOTTLE 

The Sense Soft bottle offers a simple, effective and lightweight 
hydration solution for cycling.
We have chosen to use polypropylene to obtain the best 
compromise between good squeezability and a neutral taste and 
smell. 
Its ergonomic design makes it easy to grip and use in all 
conditions. Perfectly sealed in the closed position, the soft 
silicone valve provides a pleasant sensation in the mouth and 
contributes to the comfort of drinking. 

BPA-FREE - No Bisphenol-A, phtalates or other 
toxins used.

ODORLESS - The polypropylene material keeps water 
clean and pure.

SOFT VALVE - Soft valve for a pleasant sensation 
while drinking.

EASY CLEANING - Removable valve and bottle with 
wide opening.

SLIGHTLY CONICAL DESIGN - To ease the entry in the 
bottle cage.

/ HYDRATION

MATERIAL    
Polypropylene
CAP MATERIAL 
Polypropylene. Mouth piece 
made with food-grade silicon.
HEIGHT 
193 mm / 229 mm
COLORS  
Black - olive green - neon 
yellow - translucent blue
WEIGHT 
77 g / 83 g
CAP  
Soft-Cap
CAPACITY 
650 ml / 22 oz 
800 ml / 27 oz
BPA-FREE OR OTHER TOXINS  
Yes

Ref. 155 K > N / 157 K > N

65 - 4.95 € 80 - 5.95 €



PERFORMANCE BIKE BOTTLE WITH VALVE 
PROTECTION

The Sense Soft bottle offers a simple, effective and lightweight hydration 
solution for cycling.
We have chosen to use polypropylene to obtain the best compromise 
between good squeezability and a neutral taste and smell. 
Its ergonomic design makes it easy to grip and use in all conditions. 
Perfectly sealed in the closed position, the soft silicone valve provides 
a pleasant sensation in the mouth and contributes to the comfort of 
drinking. 
The anti-mud cap keeps your teat free of dirt and keeps your drink clean.  

SENSE SOFT 65 & 80 NO-MUD

BPA-FREE - No Bisphenol-A, phtalates or other toxins used.

ODORLESS - The polypropylene material keeps water clean 
and pure.

SOFT VALVE - Soft valve for a pleasant sensation while 
drinking.

MUD CAP - Keeps your drink pure.

SLIGHTLY CONICAL DESIGN - To ease the entry in the bottle 
cage.

/ HYDRATION

MATERIAL    
Polypropylene
CAP MATERIAL 
Polypropylene. Mouth piece 
made with food-grade silicon.
HEIGHT 
193 mm / 229 mm
COLORS  
Smoked Black - White - 
Translucent
WEIGHT 
87 g / 93 g
CAP  
Soft-Cap
CAPACITY 
650 ml / 22 oz 
800 ml / 27 oz
BPA-FREE OR OTHER TOXINS  
Yes

Ref. 155 P > R / 157 P > R

65 - 6.95 € 80 - 7.95 €



TUBELESS REPAIR KIT 
QUICK REPAIR TOOL FOR TUBELESS TYRES   

The Tubeless Repair Kit is a repair kit for tubeless tyres. Discreet, it will 
easily find its place either on your bike, thanks to the included mounting 
clip, or in a saddlebag or in your jersey pocket. By unscrewing one side, 
you access a double function tool (reamer and needle) used to place 
the plug in the tyre. And on the other side, the storage part with 5 plugs 
(Ø 2mm and Ø 4 mm) to perform several sealings. Durable and fast, it is 
the ideal repair solution in the field, when preventive fluid is not enough 
to fill a leak.

SIMPLE TO USE - No need to remove the tyre. 

DURABLE - Permanently seals punctures up to 5mm 
for extended tyre life.

EASY ACCESS - Easy to use even when wearing 
gloves.

MOUNTING CLIP - Bike mounting clip included.

VERSATILE - Integrated tool for tightening the valve core 
and option to attach a spare chain link (link not included).

/ MAINTENANCE

MATERIAL    
Aluminium, Steel and 
Polyamide
WEIGHT 
53 g 
DIMENSIONS (L x W x H)  
Ø22 mm x 110 mm
PLUGS 
3 x Ø 2mm + 2 x Ø 4mm

Ref. 4304

19.95 €



8-FUNCTION MULTI-TOOL INTEGRATED INTO THE BIKE  

The AFA 8 Plus will allow you to have the necessary tools for minor 
adjustments and repairs on your bike at all times.

The holder fits onto the threaded holes, and will fit discreetly under any 
bottle cage. It provides an extra level of protection for tools against water 
and dust, ensuring that tools always work at their best.

Reliable and precise, the AFA 8 Plus includes 2/2.5/3/4/5/6 Hex keys, 
Torx T25, a flathead screwdriver and an 8/9/10/11/12 speed compatible 
chain rivet.

AFA 8 PLUS

DURABLE - Precise CNC machined steel tools with 
chrome finish.

UNIVERSAL - Support compatible with all types of 
frames with threaded holes for bottle cages.

EASY ACCESS - Multi-tools accessible with gloves.

SECURE - Hinged lid with hook closure.

DISCREET - Compact and lightweight.

/ MAINTENANCE

MATERIAL    
Steel and aluminium tools 
Fiber reinforced polypropylene 
holder 
DIMENSIONS (L X W X H) 
235 x 56 x 18 mm
WEIGHT 
154 g
SCREWS INCLUDED  
Yes

Ref. 9997

44.95 €



TUBELESS TAPES
TUBELESS RIM TAPES

Our bi-material Tubeless tapes were designed to guarantee 
remarkable pressure resistance and durability. The addition 
of elastomer adhesive makes it possible to stop the sealant 
from infiltrating the rim. Finally, their slight elasticity makes 
tapes fitting simpler without any creases or bubbles. 

SIMPLIFIED FITTING - Slightly elastic tapes.

DURABILITY - Very good pressure resistance. 
Minimised infiltration risk.

/ BIKE CARE

20 mm 25 mm 30 mm 36 mm

RIMS 17 - 21 mm 22 - 26 mm 27 - 32 mm 33 - 39 mm

TAPE LENGTH 9 m

REF. 9395 9396 9397 9398

TAPE LENGTH 50 m

REF. 9400 9401 9402 9403



SKIN ARMOR XL, XL MATT
INVISIBLE PROTECTION FOR GLOSS OR MATT 
FINISH FRAME 

Made in polyurethane, the Skin Armor is a high-resistance frame-
protection against impacts and scratches. Easy to install with a powerful 
adhesive, it resists to ripping, UV light and temperature fluctuations. 

HIGH RESISTANCE - No rips, non-crack and secure 
attachment.

UV RESIST 
WATERPROOF - Excellent water-resistance.

TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS RESIST - From 
-30°C to +100°C / From -22°F to +212°F.

GLUE SHIELD TECHNOLOGY - Easy to install. High-
resistance adhesive.

/ MUDGUARDS & PROTECTION

FOR
XL : Gloss finish frame
XL MATT : Matt finish frame
MATERIAL
Polyurethane
DIMENSIONS
Thickness 250 microns
2 down-tube protection 500 X 90 
mm
1 top-tube protection 500 X 58 mm
2 seat stay protection 244 X 35 mm 
1 rear base-protection 252 X 25 mm 
 3 patchs 50 X 25 mm
2 patchs 35 x 25 mm
COLOUR
Transclucent

Ref. 2618 / 2619

XL -  31.95 € XL MATT -  37.95 €



MUDGUARD SET FOR CHILDREN'S MOUNTAIN BIKES 

This mudguard set is ideal for 16" and 20" children's mountain bikes. 

KID MTB MUDGUARD SET

16'' OR 20'' WHEELS -  For children's bikes.

QUICK MOUNTING - Quick mounting and removal.

UNIVERSAL - Compatible with all standard-rail saddles.

CUSTOMIZABLE - Stickers included.

/ MUDGARD & PROTECTION

MATERIAL    
Technopolymer resin 
DIMENSIONS 
60 x 80 mm - 
280 mm x 115 mm
WEIGHT 
129 g
WHEEL Ø  
16" / 20''
FIXATION 
Front mudguard: MD-Quick - for 
Down Tube, adjustable until Ø 
75 mm. 
Rear mudguard: Saddle-rail 
mounting 
PROTECTION   
High
MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED 
TYRE WIDTH   
2.2''

Ref. 2501

13.95 €




